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Abstract: 14 

The present study aims to develop a green, cost effective and facile method for the production 15 

of cobalt/ ‘TEMPO oxidized cellulose’ (TEMPO-Cell) heterogeneous catalyst for organic 16 

chemical reactions. Indeed, ‘TEMPO-Cell’ was employed as solid support and stabilizing 17 

agent for the highly active cobalt metal particles via in situ green and facile preparation 18 

method. The process of preparation implied the reduction of cobalt precursors (CoSO4) in 19 

TEMPO-Cell water dispersion in ambient conditions in the presence of NaBH4 as reducing 20 

agent. It has been clearly shown that the formation of metallic cobalt particles is due to the 21 

presence of “TEMPO-CELL” which screens the Co2+ ions and prevents their combination 22 

with boron. The structure of the aerogel composite Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel has been 23 

analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive spectroscopy, Fourier transform 24 
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infrared spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy and X-ray photoelectron 25 

spectrometry. These characterisations show that metallic cobalt particles have nanometric size 26 

and are well dispersed in the ‘’TEMPO-CELL’’ aerogel. The hybrid aerogel composites Co/ 27 

TEMPO-Cell showed excellent catalytic activity for model reactions such as the reduction of 28 

4-nitroaniline (4-NA), 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) and 2-nitrophenol (2-NP) in water, in the 29 

presence of NaBH4. The reaction kinetic has been followed by UV-visible spectroscopy. It 30 

was found that this catalyst is good enough to achieve 100% reduction with high reaction rate 31 

(6 min full reaction time) and elevated turnover frequency (150 h-1). The aerogel catalyst was 32 

easily isolated from the reaction mixture by simple filtration and reused more than ten times 33 

without significant loss of its catalytic activity. 34 

 35 

Keywords: aerogel composite; cobalt nanoparticles; ion screening; green chemistry; 36 

cellulose; catalysis, recyclability. 37 

 38 

Highlights : 39 

 40 

• ‘’Cobalt(0)/TEMPO oxidized cellulose’’ heterogeneous catalyst was prepared. 41 

• The characterizations have shown nanometric size and good dispersion of Co0 42 

particles. 43 

• A screening effect of TEMP-Cell, which prevent Co-B components formation, was 44 

highlighted. 45 

• High catalytic performances have been shown for the reduction of nitro to amine 46 

groups. 47 
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• The catalyst retains catalytic activity even after 11 cycles without significant loss of its 48 

catalytic activity. 49 

 50 

1. Introduction: 51 

The development of green, economic and highly active catalysts is at the heart of the research 52 

in catalysis. Heterogeneous catalysis is one of the most promising technology used in 53 

chemical reactions and environmental remediation. [1] [2] Metal and metal oxide 54 

nanoparticles (NPs) are emerging to be promising candidates due to their excellent catalytic 55 

activities for different organic chemical reactions [3]. However, their applications are limited 56 

because of their self-agglomeration in solution which reduces their catalytic performances. In 57 

addition, they are difficult to recover from the reaction medium. This is a supplementary 58 

challenge that limits their application in heterogeneous catalysis in non-supported 59 

structure.[4]–[8]  60 

The effective approach to overcome these problems is the immobilization of metal 61 

nanoparticles on different materials. [8] In fact, supported heterogeneous catalysts is one of 62 

the major focuses of research in catalysis. The supports can be Metal oxides, Silica, Zeolites, 63 

Fibers, Ceramic materials, Pillared clays, and polymers notably [2]–[10]. More recently, 64 

many research investigations have been directed towards the exploration of sustainable bio 65 

resources to be used as support of metallic particles catalysts. Being the most abundant, 66 

renewable, ecofriendly, biocompatible and biodegradable natural polymer, cellulose is widely 67 

used as a biomaterial support for catalytic systems due to its properties such as high specific 68 

area and strength promising good metallic nanoparticles integration. [11]–[15] 69 
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On the other hand, important research attention has been paid towards the utilization of the 70 

first row transition metals, especially Ni, Co and Fe, as catalyst in organic synthesis. [2], [16], 71 

[17] These metals represent advantageous alternative in organic synthesis compared to their 72 

equivalent noble metals of the second and third rows which are less abundant and more 73 

expensive. More specifically, the catalytic performances of Cobalt ions (either Co2+ or Co3+) 74 

as well as the less frequently used Co0 , have been widely and extensively studied for, 75 

oxidations, C−H amination, Allylation, Alkenylation, etc. reactions. [18]–[26] Apart from the 76 

organic synthesis, various cobalt oxides based supported catalysts have been explored and 77 

extensively studied in high temperatures process, as active in methane catalysis 78 

decomposition (CDM) for the production carbon nanomaterials, for example. This enabled to 79 

reduce the CDM temperature to the range of 450–800°C [27], [28]. On the other hand, this 80 

family of catalysts has been recently tested for water splitting and oxygen evolution or 81 

generation [29]–[33]. 82 

Regarding the preparation of cobalt oxides (CoxOy), it worthy to emphasis that these different 83 

oxides are often synthesized by high temperature processes (T>400°C) involving 84 

oxidative/calcination of Co(OH)2, formerly prepared by alkaline treatment of Co2+ salts 85 

(CoCl2 , CoNO2 or CoSO4, etc.). Other investigations have been conducted on the preparation 86 

of cobalt oxides by heating CO3Co in vacuum or in CO2, or by reduction of Co2O3 by NH3 or 87 

of Co3O4, by Carbon. Vice versa, Co3O4 can be obtained by the oxidation of CoO. [27]–[33] 88 

On the other hand the preparation of metallic Co0 from Co2+ ions based salts, such as CoSO4, 89 

can be achieved at room temperature by reduction reaction in presence of reducing agent such 90 

as hydrazine [34], sodium borohydrid [35], etc.  91 

In this work, we developed a novel, simple and eco-friendly biohybrid aerogels based on 92 

cellulose derivative (TEMPO oxidized cellulose) as support and cobalt Metallic (Co0) 93 

particles as catalyst. The preparation of this biohybrid catalyst passes through the dispersion 94 
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of Co2+ ion salt (CoSO4) in the TEMPO-cellulose aerogel and its reduction in mild condition 95 

using NaBH4 as reducing agent. To the best of the authors knowledge, few studies are 96 

dedicated to the catalytic properties of cobalt supported on cellulose and the use of TEMPO-97 

Cellulose as catalyst support for metal nanoparticles has never been reported as far as we 98 

know. In comparison to TEMPO-NFC, which production is energy demanding due to the 99 

mechanical defibrillation, the use of TEMPO-cellulose is a simple and novel way to endow 100 

cellulose with carboxylic groups that enhance the screen of Co2+ cation to permit its reduction 101 

to Co0 in presence of Borate anions. Compared to other nanocelluloses, this TEMPO-cellulose 102 

can be efficient to produce stable, efficient Co0 supported catalyst. The morphology of this 103 

composite aerogel is characterized and its catalytic performances for the reduction of nitro-104 

functionalized molecules to amino-functionalized ones were tested.  105 

 106 

2. Material and Methods 107 

Chemicals and starting materials: 108 

The rachis of date palm tree (Phoenix dactylifera L.) was used in this work as the original 109 

source of cellulose. Cellulose was extracted from the rachis following the procedure well 110 

described in our previous work. [36]   111 

TEMPO (1-oxo-2,2,6,6-tétraméthylpipyridine1-oxyle) , sodium bromide, sodium 112 

hypochlorite solution (15%), HCl, NaOH, Cobalt (II) sulphate heptahydrate [CoSO4.7H2O], 113 

Sodium borohydride NaBH4, 4-nitroaniline (4-NA), 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) and 2-nitrophenol 114 

(2-NP) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and used without further purification.                                                                                                                                      115 

Preparation of the TEMPO-Cell 116 
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The rachis of date palm tree was used in this work as the original source of cellulose.  117 

TEMPO mediated oxidation was performed following the procedure well described in our 118 

previous work [37], [38]. About 2 g, i.e. 2.136 mmol of equivalent anhydroglucose unit 119 

(AGU) of cellulose, were suspended in water (200 mL) and sonicated with a Branson Sonifier 120 

for 5 min. TEMPO (32 mg, 0.065 mmol) and NaBr (0.636 g, 1.9 mmol) were added to the 121 

suspension. A certain amount of the NaOCl solution, corresponding to 40.5 mL was added 122 

drop wise to the cellulose suspension. The pH was adjusted at 10 by addition of a 0.1 M 123 

aqueous solution of HCl. The pH of the mixture was maintained to 10 at 4 °C by continuous 124 

adding of 0.1 M NaOH while stirring the suspension. After times ranging from 120 min, the 125 

oxidation was terminated by adding methanol (5 mL) and the pH was adjusted to 7 by adding 126 

0.1 M HCl. The concentration of carboxylic acid groups has been calculated using 127 

conductimetric titration and the carboxylic content found is of 750 μmol/g; in agreement with 128 

our previous results [38].   129 

Preparation of TEMPO-Cell based aerogels and catalysts 130 

Porous (Co/ TEMPO-Cell) aerogel composite was prepared by an environmentally friendly 131 

method. (CoSO4, 7H2O) was added to a dispersion of 1wt% of TEMPO-Cell in water (the 132 

amount of (CoSO4, 7H2O) was adjusted to obtain an aerogel composite (Co/ TEMPO-Cell) 133 

with 4wt% of Cobalt metal :1g of TEMPO-Cellulose, 0.19 g of (CoSO4, 7H2O) was added). 134 

Then, sodium tetrahydroboride NaBH4 in distilled water was added. The amount of NaBH4 135 

was calculated to have a stoechiometric ratio of 6M equivalent / Co. The dispersion turns 136 

immediately from pink to black colour. After that, the water was eliminated by lyophilisation 137 

after freezing the dispersion at -20°C during one night. The neat TEMPO-Cell aerogel was 138 

prepared lyophilisation method in the same conditions as for the supported catalyst.  139 
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The Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel composite catalyst was prepared by the following reaction 140 

sequences which is described in the following S1 (Supporting data S1). The first step relates 141 

to the oxidation by NaOCl + NaBr + TEMPO mixture followed by treatment with cobalt 142 

sulphate CoSO4 in aqueous solution and reduction with NaBH4 (Supporting data S1). 143 

 144 

Characterization techniques 145 

Infrared spectra were recorded on a FT-IR Perkin-Elmer 1000 spectrometer collecting 32 146 

scans from 400 to 4000 cm−1. Transmission FTIR was performed on KBr based pellets 147 

prepared from grinded sample and KBr power. A separate background spectrum was collected 148 

and automatically subtracted from the raw spectrum for each specimen. 149 

A Philips X'per wide angle X-ray diffractometer operated at 40 kv and 30 mA with a Ni-150 

filtered CuKα radiation was used to determine the crystallinity index of the specimens. X-ray 151 

diffractograms were recorded at 0.02° s−1 over a 2θ diffraction angle scan in the range 5–152 

90°. XRD was performed, especially, to check the metallic structure of Co in the aerogel.  153 

The model TESCAN – VEGA3, with accelerating voltage of 12.5 kV was used. A piece of 154 

aerogel was deposited on a SEM support and coated with a thin layer of carbon. EDX 155 

measurement was performed using AMETEK, EDAX- OCTANE PLUS. 156 

The UV–vis spectra was used to study the kinetics of the reaction of reduction 4-Nitroaniline 157 

catalysed by TEMPO-Cell/Co catalyst. The spectra were taken at room temperature from 200 158 

to 520 nm using a Shimadzu UV–vis spectrometer (UV-2450). 159 

 160 

TEM 161 

 162 

Transmission electron microscope FEI-Tecnai G2 operated at an accelerating voltage 163 
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of 200 kV was used for the morphological observation.  164 

TEM sample was prepared by depositing two to three drops of (1 mg/1 mL) Co/TEMPO-165 

Cellulose suspensions on carbon-coated electron microscope grids and dried at ambient 166 

temperature.  167 

 168 

XPS 169 

 XPS analyses were performed by a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer with 170 

monochromatized Al Kalpha X-rays operating at 180 W (12 mA and 15 kV). 171 

 Catalytic Reduction of nitro-functionalized molecules 172 

‘’ An aqueous solution of 0.5 g/L NFM (nitro-functionalized molecule: 4-nitroaniline, 4-173 

Nitrophenol or 2-Nitrophenol) is prepared, which correspond to 3,5 mM solution of NFM. For 174 

each reaction test, a 10 mL of this solution of NFM in water was used, in which an amount 175 

corresponding to 10 equivalents of NaBH4 vas added. An amount of aerogel catalyst 176 

Co/TEMPO-Cell, respecting the ration N(Co)/N(NFM)=0.05 was then added. The mixture is 177 

mildly stirred at room temperature. In these condition Molar ratio of NaBH4 / NFM / Catalyst 178 

is 1000 / 100 / 5 ’’.  179 

Kinetic studies by UV-Visible spectrometry  180 

The kinetic monitoring of the reaction by UV-Visible spectrometry requires the establishment 181 

of a calibration curve to convert the absorbance into concentration of the studied solution. 182 

Thus, we prepared solutions of NFM with different concentrations and we scanned the 183 

absorbance as a function of the wavelength (supplementary data S1-left). Monitoring the 184 

evolution of the intensity of the absorption band at 400 nm at the absorption maximum as a 185 

function of concentration allows us to obtain the calibration curve presented in S1-right. A 186 
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straight line obtained by the origin and which therefore verifies the law of Beer Lambert. This 187 

calibration curve is used to study the kinetics of NFM reduction reaction.  188 

 189 

3. Results and discussion 190 

A. Aerogels Characterization 191 

The morphology of Co/TEMPO-Cell was characterized by mean of scanning electron 192 

microscopy (SEM-EDX), FTIR spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and XPS. 193 

Figure 1 shows the SEM pictures of pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel taken as reference and those 194 

of the Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel composite with different magnifications. The optical photos 195 

of the aerogels are also presented to show their macroscopic aspect (figures 1-A and 1-B). 196 

The SEM micrograph of cross section of the aerogel made of pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel 197 

shows the presence of micrometric fibers of 6-8 µm of diameter surrounded with films 198 

(figures 1-C and 1-E). These films are certainly formed of oxidized cellulose fibrils which 199 

were disintegrated from the bleached cellulose fibers during the TEMPO mediated oxidation 200 

process. In fact, it’s well known that TEMPO mediated oxidation of cellulose fibers 201 

facilitated the dissociation of cellulose nanofibrils owing to the repulsive interactions 202 

developed between the carboxylate groups created [38], [39].  These fibrils are then 203 

assembled and organized as a film during the freeze-drying process. In this structure the film 204 

ensure good connection and cohesion of the aerogel network which enables obtaining 205 

monolith aerogel [40]. Similar structure can be observed in SEM image of Co/TEMPO-Cell 206 

presented in Figures 1-H, 1-J and 1-L with the presence of small particles (diameter lower 207 

than 200 nm), homogeneously dispersed in the films (Figure 1-J). These particles are certainly 208 

composed of Co metal since they are absent in the pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel. The 209 
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observation of the Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel at higher magnifications (figures 1-J and 1-L) 210 

enabled to better distinguish these particles and to show that they are homogeneously 211 

dispersed in the films of cellulose. It is worthy noticing that bigger particles (diameter up to 2 212 

µm) are also observed, and they are certainly formed by the aggregation of the nanometric 213 

ones.  214 

EDX analyses (Figure 1- K and L) confirm that these particles are composed of cobalt. At that 215 

level the type of interaction between the TEMPO-cell and the metal particle is of high 216 

importance. SEM analyses cannot give information about this inquiry. However, in our 217 

approach the cobalt particles are fixed and stabilized by the hydrogen bonds to the TEMPO-218 

Cell surface. It can easily be understood that the carboxylate groups at the TEMPO-Cell 219 

surface play an emulsifying effect to control the size and insure good dispersion of cobalt 220 

particles in the aerogel. The 2D-EDX elemental mapping enabled to show that the cobalt is 221 

homogeneously distributed in the composite aerogel (supporting data S2). 222 

A : Optic photo of pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel B : Optic photo of Co/ TEMPO-Cell aerogel 

  

C: Pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 500 

 

D: Co/ TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 500 

 

  
E: Pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 2000 

 

F: Co/ TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 2000 
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G: Pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 10000 H: Co/ TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 10000 

  
  

I: Pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 20000 J: Co/ TEMPO-Cell aerogel : Magnification of 20000 

  

  
                  K: EDX of Pure TEMPO-Cell aerogel                        L: EDX of Co/ TEMPO-Cell aerogel  

  

 
 

 

Figure 1: Optical, MEB and EDX characterizations of the TEMPO-Cell and Co/ 223 

TEMPO-Cell composite aerogels 224 
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 225 

Figure 2: TEM images of Co/ TEMPO-Cell composite aerogels and Cobalt nanoparticles 226 

diameter distribution  227 

 228 

To have a clear idea about the formation of cobalt nanoparticles observed in the aerogels by 229 

SEM analyses, the dispersion of TEMPO oxidized cellulose supported cobalt nanoparticles 230 

was diluted in water, transferred to a carbon grid, dried in a vacuum overnight to dry and 231 

finally observed by TEM.  232 

As shown in the Figure 2, the cobalt nanoparticles are almost less than 4 nm in diameter and 233 

are well dispersed on the whole TEMPO-cell film. Their mean diameter (d) and standard 234 

deviation (σ) were estimated to be 2.4 and 0.8 nm, respectively. These particles are very small 235 

compared to those obtained in literature (see comparison in Table 1). This shows that, in 236 

comparison to the conventional NCC and NFC nanocelluloses, the TEMPO-cell has a 237 
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pronounced emulsifying and stabilising effects, which enables the obtaining of very fine and 238 

well-dispersed metallic nanoparticles. 239 

Table 1: Comparison of the metal nanoparticles size with other reported systems 240 

Metal 
Nanoparticles 

size (nm) 
Precursor 

synthesis 

method 
Support Application Reference 

Au 15.6 HAuCl4 
reduction by 

NFC 
NFC Catalyst 

Alle and 

al. [41] 

Au 12-19 HAuCl4 
reduction by 

NCC 
NCC 

glucose 
detection 

Alle and 

al. [42] 

Au 

Ag 

18-25 

6-35 

HAuCl4, 

AgNO3 

reduction by 

ascorbic acid 
NCC 

Catalytic 
reduction of 
nitrophenol 

Eisa and 

al. [9] 

Au 

Pd 

15-30 

20 

HAuCl4 

PdCl3 

reduction by 

dialdehyde 

NFC 

NFC 

suzuki 
coupling 
reaction 

Zhang and 

al. [43] 

Ag 10-20 AgNO3 
Sodium 

citrate 
CMC/NCC 

Antibacterial 
properties 

Yunqing 

and al. [44] 

Ag 10-100 AgNO3 
reduction by 

NaBH4 
NCC 

sensors, 
catalysts,  

and 
conductive 

material 

Dafne and 

al. [45] 

Pd 6 PdCl2 NaBH4 NFC Catalyst 
Meng and 

a., [46] 

Cu 14.65 CuSO4 
reduction by 

hydrazine  
NCC 

Catalytic 
oxidation of 
sulfides and 

alcohols 

Dutta et al. 

[47] 

Cu 7 CuSO4 
reduction by 

NaBH4 
NCC 

C-N coupling 
reactions 

Goswami 

and al. [48] 

Co 2.4  CoSO4 
reduction by 

NaBH4 

TEMPO-

Cellulose 

Catalytic 

reduction 

reactions 

This work 

 241 
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 242 

 243 

 244 

A 
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 245 

Figure 3: XPS of A: Co/TEMPO-Cell B: synthesized CoB 246 

 247 

To ensure of the metallic structure of the observed nanoparticles, XPS analysis on the 248 

composite aerogel Co/TEMPO-Cell was performed. Figure 3-A shows the XPS spectrum 249 

obtained. The Co2p1/2 and Co2p3/2 peaks of Cellulose-TEMPO supported Cobalt 250 

nanoparticles were analyzed. Various cobalt oxidation peaks, that have been reported in the 251 

literature, [49] are 778.3 and 793.3 eV for Co0, 780.4 and 795.8 eV for Co2+ and 778.5 and 252 

794.2 eV for Co3+. Accordingly, the metal nanoparticles of the studied Co/TEMPO-Cell show 253 

a Co2p3/2 base level peak at a binding energy of 778.3 eV, and Co2p1/2 at 793.3 eV, 254 

confirming the presence of the typical valence state of metallic Co0 (Figure 3-A). 255 

B 
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Figure 3-B shows different XPS peaks compared to the pure metal. The amorphous CoB 256 

shows a peak for Co2p3/2 at 780.2 eV, which indicates that some electrons are transferred 257 

from Co to B, based on their electronegativity. [50] 258 

 259 

The FTIR spectra of the Co/TEMPO-Cell composite aerogel and the pure TEMPO-Cell 260 

aerogel are presented in figure 4 and show characteristic vibration bands of the OH stretching 261 

at 4000–2995 cm−1, the OH bending of adsorbed water at 1635 or 1638 cm−1, the CH 262 

stretching at 2900 cm−1, the HCH and OCH bending vibrations at 1430 cm−1, the CH 263 

deformation vibration at 1375 cm−1, the stretching vibration of C=O from the free COOH 264 

band near 1737 cm−1, the C–OH bending mode at 668 cm−1. Comparing the two spectra, it 265 

observed that the stretching vibration of C=O from the free COOH band at 1737 cm−1 266 

disappears. Furthermore, the intensity of the band of C–OH bending mode at 668 cm−1 267 

strongly increases. These observations confirm that the COOH and OH groups of cellulose 268 

are in interactions with cobalt nanoparticles, [51], [52].  269 
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 270 

Figure 4: FTIR spectra of TEMPO-Cell and Co/ TEMPO-Cell composite aerogel. 271 

 272 

Several reports of the literature have shown that the reduction of cobalt(II) in homogeneous 273 

media with borohydride is very complicated. [53]  274 

To emphasis the effect of TEMPO-Cell on Co0 metallic nanoparticle during the reduction 275 

with borohydride, a reduction of Co2+ ions (CoSO4, 7H2O) in water (without TEMPO-Cell) 276 

using NaBH4 in the same conditions as for the preparation of borohydride Co/TEMPO-Cell 277 

has been performed (use of sodium NaBH4 in distilled water and the amount of NaBH4 was 278 

calculated to have a stoichiometric ratio of 6M equivalent/Co). We reported in Figure 5-A 279 

(lower spectrum) the XRD spectra of cobalt-based powder obtained. This spectrum shows 280 

that the resulting material is amorphous since no diffraction pick could be detected. In 281 

contrast, the XRD of Co/TEMPO-Cell composite, presented in Figure 5-B (upper spectrum), 282 

shows a crystalline structure of Co0 in its hexagonal polymorph, as indexed using Cobalt 283 
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(JCPDS: 03-056-9722) crystal phase using High Score program. This enables to attribute the 284 

high intensity peaks observed at 2ϴ= 37.5 and 43.8 to the plans 301 and 220 of hexagonal 285 

metal structure of cobalt. 286 

According to Suraj Gupta et al. [54] and Y.D. Wang et al [55] who prepared Cobalt based 287 

powder following similar procedure, this cobalt based powder is a Co-B amorphous materials. 288 

The XPS analyses of this material show that the cobalt and bore metals exist in both elemental 289 

and oxidized state [54]. In this structure, boron acts as the sacrificial agent in order to partially 290 

protect Co from oxidation. This clearly indicates the strong interaction between Co and B in 291 

CoB and Co2B boride cobalt.  292 

At this stage, it’s interesting to compare the reactivity of Co2+ toward the reductive action of 293 

sodium borohydride in presence and in absence of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose. It’s clear that 294 

cellulose has an influence in the orientation of the catalytic reduction reaction and the 295 

development of Co hexagonal metallic structure instead of Co-B and Co2B amorphous cobalt 296 

borides components. It’s clear that the strong interaction between B and Co in Co-B 297 

component prevent the growth of crystalline structure of metallic Co (Hexagonal or Cubic 298 

allomorphs). In presence TEMPO-Cell, the interactions between the hydroxyl, aldehyde and 299 

carboxylate groups of TEMPO-Cell and the cobalt (II) and BH4
- ions causes a high 300 

chemoselectivity which directs the reduction reaction towards the formation of cobalt (0) 301 

nanoparticles exclusively by screening the Co2+ ions and preventing the formation of CoB and 302 

Co2B which are usually observed in this type of reduction observed in the absence of 303 

TEMPO-oxidized cellulose. 304 

 305 
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However, it’s important to emphasise that TEMPO-Cell itself is not able to reduce the Co2+ 306 

ions to Co0 although it contains aldehyde and alcohol groups because of the lower value of the 307 

redox potential of the redox couple Co2+/Co0(-0.28 V) compared to that of redox couples 308 

aldehyde/alcohol (-0.2 V) and that of acid/aldehyde  (-0.12 V) [56], [57] But, it clearly 309 

appears that these organic groups present in TEMPO-Cell have an important role in 310 

specifically guiding  the reduction of Co2+ ions and the formation of Co0 hexagonal. To this 311 

end, these hydroxyl, acid and aldehyde groups which are present at the surface of the 312 

TEMPO-oxidized cellulose matrix actively contribute to the selectivity of the catalytic 313 

reduction reaction for Co2+ to Co0. 314 

To further understand and confirm the above interpretation, hydrazine was used as reducing 315 

agent for the non-supported catalyst. The obtained metal consists of Co0 with a cubic structure 316 

as revealed by XRD analysis presented in Fig. 5-A (upper spectrum). In fact, the XRD 317 

spectrum of the powder obtained from the reduction of Co(SO4) by hydrazine reduction 318 

shows many peaks that are related to metallic cobalt particle. All diffraction peaks were 319 

indexed using Cobalt (JCPDS: 03-056-9722) crystal phase. These peaks are compared to 320 

standard data using the High Score program which allows us  to attribute the high intensity 321 

peaks observed at 2ϴ= 44.57, 51.57, 75.98 and 92.66 to the plans (111), (200), (220) and 322 

(311) of cubic metal structure of cobalt.  [58] 323 

 324 

 325 

 326 

 327 

 328 
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 329 

 330 

 331 

 332 

 333 

 334 

 335 

 336 

 337 

 338 

 339 

 340 

 341 

 342 

 343 

 344 

 345 

 346 

 347 

 348 

A 

B 
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Figure 5: XRD analyses; A: XRD of the powders obtained by the reduction of CoSO4 349 

using NaBH4 and Hydrazine; B : XRD spectra of the Co/TEMPO-Cell composite and 350 

TEMPO-Cell aerogels 351 

the inducing role of the chemoselectivity of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose for the reduction 352 

reaction can be advanced from these results, which prevents the physical rapprochement and 353 

the linkage between B and Co entities, promotes the development of Co hexagonal metallic 354 

structure as indicated by DRX analyses. In fact, the TEMPO-Cell matrix represents a very 355 

important asset for controlling the reduction reaction of cobalt(II) ions and orienting it 356 

chemoselectively towards the cobalt(0) nanoparticles which are immobilized on the surface of 357 

the matrix, avoiding the formation of CoB which is much less active as a catalyst. 358 

B. Catalytic Activity 359 

After preparation and characterization of the composite aerogel Co/TEMPO-Cell, the catalytic 360 

activity and performances were evaluated towards the reduction in aqueous medium of 4-361 

nitroaniline (4-NA), 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) and 2-nitrophenol (2-NP) to para-aminoaniline (4-362 

AA), 2-aminophenol (4-AP) and 2-aminophenol (2-NP), respectively, (Supporting data S3). 363 

Para-aminoaniline is an aromatic diamine used in many application including the synthesis of 364 

Kevlar [59] and dyes matrices [60], [61], while aminophenols are biologically active and are 365 

used in the pharmaceutical industry [62]. 366 

The [Co]:[PNA]:[equivalent of NaBH4] molar ratio was fixed at 5:100:1000 and the kinetics 367 

were monitored by UV–Vis absorption. The 4-NA/NaBH4 solution displays a strong 368 

absorption band at 380 nm, attributed to 4-NA, which was used to follow the kinetics of the 369 

reaction.  370 

 371 
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Figure 6: A and B : UV-Vis spectra for the reduction of 4-NA with NaBH4 in aqueous 395 

solution recorded every 1 min using  Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel composite and unsuported Co 396 

catalysts, respectively, C: plots of ln[Ct/C0] versus reaction time for the two reduction reaction 397 

and D: results of the recyclability tests of the reduction of 4-NA with NaBH4 in presence of 398 

Co/TEMPO-Cellulose 399 

 400 

The time-dependent UV–vis absorption spectra of the reaction medium during the 4-NA 401 

reduction catalyzed by Co/ TEMPO-Cell composite and non-supported catalyst particle are 402 

shown in Figures 6-A and 6-B. Regardless the catalyst, one can observe a reduction in the 380 403 

nm absorption with time, confirming the gradual reduction of 4-NA into 4-AA. (8 min) This 404 

was accompanied by the apparition and the intensity increase of a new UV absorption band at 405 

302 nm attributed to 4-AA. Surprisingly, even a very low amount of supported catalyst was 406 

found to be good enough to achieve 100% reduction of para-nitroaniline with a higher 407 

reaction rate However, with the non-supported Co catalyst, the reaction rate is lower and the 408 

reduction of 4-nitroaniline is achieved after 14 minutes (Figure 6-B). 409 

 410 

The plot of (Ct/C0) as a function of reaction time, where C0 and Ct represent the 411 

concentrations at t = 0 and t of 4-NA in the reaction medium, are presented in figure 6-C 412 

shows a linear relationship for the kinetics with the two catalysts (Co/TEMPO-Cell composite 413 

and non-supported catalyst). This can be explained by the fact that the kinetic of this reaction 414 

is governed by the reagent contact with the catalytic surface which limits the number of 415 

molecules that can react at the same time. 416 

The linear correlation between ln(Ct/C0) and time at 295 °K shows that the reduction of 4-NA,  417 

2-NP and 4-NP by Co/TEMPO-Cell /NaBH4 follows the pseudo-first-order reaction kinetics. 418 
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The kinetic reaction rate constants (kapp) were estimated from the slope of the ln(Ct/C0) versus 419 

time liner curve. Pseudo-first order rate constant could be calculated by Langmuir–420 

Hinshelwood equation [11]. 421 

Ln(Ct/C0) = ln(At/A0) =  -k x t 422 

where, k is the rate constant. C0 and Ct represents the initial concentration of 4-NA, 4-NP and 423 

2-NP and the concentration at time t, respectively. A0 is the initial absorbance and At is the 424 

absorbance at any time t. 425 

During the reaction, and notably in the beginning when the concentration of the substrate is 426 

much higher than the concentration of the catalyst, the catalyst surface is rapidly occupied by 427 

the substrate molecules and remains saturated during the reaction rending the reaction rate to 428 

appear constant throughout the reduction period. From these results, the apparent rate 429 

constant, kapp, was calculated as the slope of the linear plot of (Ct/C0) versus time. The 430 

turnover frequency (TOF, defined as the number of moles of 4-NA reduced per mole of 431 

catalyst per hour) could then be evaluated from kapp, to compare the catalytic performances of 432 

the two catalysts (Table 2). The TOF of Co/ TEMPO-Cell composite aerogel is 200 h−1, while 433 

that of non-supported Co catalyst is 80 h−1for 4-NA (Table 2).  434 

Similar trends are observed while studying the kinetic of reduction of 2-nitrophenol (2-NP) 435 

and 4-nitrophenol (4-NP). The results are presented in supporting data S4 and in Table 2. 436 

 437 

 438 

 439 

 440 

 441 
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Table 2:  Comparison of the reducing ability of Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel composite in 442 

reduction of nitro-functionalized molecule (NFM) with other reported systems 443 

*CTAB : hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide 444 

**  P(2-acrylamido-2- methyl-1-propansulfonic acid)–Ni nanoparticles hydrogel 445 

 446 

 447 

 448 

We clearly observe that the performances of Co/TEMPO-Cell composite aerogel for the 449 

reduction reaction of nitro group are higher in comparison to non-supported catalysts. This 450 

can be explained by the fact that the immobilization of particles on a cellulosic support 451 

increases surface area and makes cobalt metal nanoparticles more accessible to such 452 

nitrobenzene derivatives. The high specific area of cellulose and nanocellulose aerogels and 453 

their composites have been widely reported in literature; it has been shown that high values 454 

such 100 m2/g and 200 m2/g can be reached for these cellulosic aerogels[72-74].    Moreover, 455 

in the case of unsupported catalyst, the aggregation and agglomeration of particles 456 

Support system Catalyst  NFM Molar ratio of 

NaBH4/NFM/Catalyst 

TOF 

(h-1) 

Recyclability 

(number of 

cycles) 

Reference 

Graphene hydrogel Au 4-nitrophenol 460/2,3/1 12 1 Li, Liu, and Liu [65] 

Chitosan Au 4-nitrophenol 20/6/1 50 11 Chang and Chen [66] 

CNCs Au 4-nitrophenol 9819/31,6/1 641 1 Wei Yanaand al. [67] 

Poly(methyl 

methacrylate)  

Au 4-nitrophenol 22500/15/1 89 1 Kyoko Kuroda and al.  

[68]  

CNCs Ag 4-nitrophenol 9/0,3/1 420 3 W. H. Eisa and al.  [9]  

MCC/CTAB* Ag 4-nitrophenol 150/15/1 545 1 X. An and al. [69] 

2-acrylamido-2-methyl-

1-propansulfonic acid 

Cu 4-nitrophenol 60000/1500/1.7 74 1 N. Sahiner and al. [70] 

P(AMPS)**– hydrogel Ni 4-nitrophenol 150/7/1 142 5 N. Sahiner and al.  

[71] 

Cell-TEMPO Co 4-Nitroaniline 1000/100/5 200 11 This work 

Unsupported catalyst Co 4-Nitroaniline 1000/100/5 86 - This work 

Cell-TEMPO Co 4-nitrophenol 1000/100/5 154 11 This work 

Unsupported catalyst Co 4-nitrophenol 1000/100/5 86 - This work 

Cell-TEMPO Co 2-Nitrophenol 1000/100/5 171 11 This work 

Unsupported catalyst Co 2-Nitrophenol 1000/100/5 86 - This work 
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significantly decreases their specific surface area, and limits their reagent accessibility. 457 

Consequently, their reactivity is reduced even in the presence of an excess of NaBH4. The 458 

comparison of the two unsupported catalyst shows that the crystalline metallic form of cobalt 459 

is more effective than unsupported catalyst for this reaction.  460 

Overall, the present Co/TEMPO-Cell catalyst shows greater efficiency for the catalysis of the 461 

reduction reaction of nitrobenzene derivatives when compared to previously reported systems 462 

(Table 2). We conclude that the TEMPO-oxidized cellulose plays a very important role in 463 

controlling the reduction reaction of cobalt(II) ions and orienting it chemo-selectively towards 464 

the cobalt nanoparticles which are immobilized on the surface of the matrix. The other 465 

possible reasons for the better catalytic activity could be (i) small size of the metallic cobalt 466 

nanoparticles, (ii) strong interaction between metallic cobalt nanoparticles and support owing 467 

to the presence of many carboxylic, aldehyde and hydroxyl groups on surface of the support 468 

and (iii) the high surface area of the composite aerogels. To the best of our knowledge, the 469 

present Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel composite is an efficient catalyst for the reduction of 470 

nitroaromatic compounds reported to date in comparison to other metals supported catalyst. 471 

The possible mechanism for the reduction of nitrophenols and nitroaniline has been 472 

previously reported. [63], [64] The complete reduction process occurs mainly on the surface 473 

of metallic cobalt NPs supported on the surface of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose. In the 474 

reduction of nitrophenols and nitroaniline, BH4
- acts as donor and the nitro group act as 475 

acceptor. In the first step, the nitrophenolate ion adsorbs on the surface of metallic cobalt 476 

catalyst and forms active hydrogen atoms. In the reduction process, the catalytic nanoparticles 477 

could act as an electronic relay system and speed up the electron transfer from BH4
- to nitro 478 

groups and the catalytic system subsequently gives aminophenols and aminoaniline. The 479 

number of moles of 4-NA reduced per mole of metal catalyst per hour (turnover frequency, 480 

TOF) values was 154 and 171 h-1 for 4-NA and 2-NP, respectively. This TOF difference 481 
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between 4-NP and 2-NP is most likely due to the existence of more electronic effect on 2-NP 482 

which makes it relatively more ease for the substrate to be adopted on the metallic cobalt 483 

nanoparticles. On the other hand, the intramolecular hydrogen bond which increases the 484 

formation and adsorption of phenolate on metallic nanoparticles. The higher TOF value of 4-485 

NA 200 h-1 is most likely due to the high capacity of the nitrogen atom of the amino group to 486 

adsorb onto nanoparticles of cobalt. 487 

 488 

C. Recyclability Study 489 

Recycling and reusability of heterogeneous catalysts is one of the desirable aspects in 490 

commercial processes. In order to examine this issue, reusability of Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel 491 

composite was examined towards NaBH4 reduction of the three nitrophenol derivatives (4-492 

NA, 4-NP and 2-NP). After completion of the reactions, the composite catalyst was separated 493 

from the reaction mixture by simple filtration, washed with EtOH and then dried under air 494 

atmosphere for additional using at the next runs. The obtained results show that Co/TEMPO-495 

Cell aerogel composite was reused for 11 consecutive cycles without significant loss of its 496 

catalytic activity (Figure 6-D) for the reduction of 4-NA and in supporting data S4 for the 497 

reduction of 4-NP and 2-NP.  498 

 499 

 500 

 501 
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 502 

 503 

4. Conclusion 504 

In this study, Co/TEMPO-Cellulose aerogel composite was prepared by simple insitu 505 

reduction of Co2+ (CoSO4) in water dispersion of TEMPO oxidized-Cell using sodium 506 

borohydride NaBH4 as reducing agent. The in situ reduction process in the presence of 507 

TEMPO oxidized-cellulose very selectively oriented the reduction reaction for the metallic 508 

particles Co0 in the presence of NaBH4 as reducing agent. With this reduction process, the 509 

formation of CoB and Co2B is not observed, and Co metal nanoparticles were formed 510 

exclusively. The catalytic activity and recyclability of this composite aerogel catalyst were 511 

studied and compared with non-supported Co metal particles. The structure of Co/TEMPO-512 

Cell aerogel composites were investigated by means of MEB microscopy, FTIR and DRX and 513 

XPS. These analyses confirm the excellent dispersion of the Co nanoparticles in the aerogel 514 

matrix which is controlled by their interactions with cellulose functional groups (COOH, 515 

CHO and OH groups) on its surface.  The catalytic performances of Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel 516 

composites and non-supported Cobalt particles were compared by measuring the turnover 517 

frequency (TOF) obtained after catalytic reduction of three nitroarenes as model reactions. 518 

Compared to non-supported Co particles, the catalytic activity of Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel 519 

composites was significantly higher (High TOF and high reaction kinetic for the aerogel 520 

composite versus low TOF and low reaction kinetic for the unsupported Co). The 521 

recyclability of the aerogel composite was established; the aerogel composite retains good 522 

catalytic activity even after 11 cycles without significant loss of its catalytic activity. The 523 

efficient catalytic activity of the Co/TEMPO-Cell aerogel composite may be attributed to 524 

accessible, well-dispersed, and active metallic cobalt nanoparticles present on the TEMPO-525 

oxidized cellulose support. In this way, sustainability demands, including those associated 526 

with environmental, economic and remediation issues can be addressed by the proposed 527 

concept. 528 

 529 
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